Bésame Mucho [1]

Week of:
Feb 12, 2016

How to kiss [2]

Dear Alice,

Thank you for the useful information about a kiss to say goodnight. Could you please also provide some information about what I need to be careful of while I'm kissing her? (I guess that it's not just pushing my mouth to hers?!) Please help.

Inexperienced twenty-three-year-old guy

Read more [2]

Asking for a kiss goodnight? [3]

Dear Alice,

I've always been a guy who has a lot of fun on dates, but performs absolutely awful when it comes to the kiss goodnight (or the first kiss with a girl). I just feel it is awkward and was wondering how a woman likes a guy to go about it. Whether boldly or just asking for a kiss?

Read more [3]

Kissing with "morning breath" [4]

Dear Alice,

I long to be able to spend the night in the arms of my boyfriend but I'm too embarrassed to do so because I've noticed how unpleasant my breath smells in the morning. I've read your previous advice on this subject, but both my dental and general health are excellent (I've had recent checkups), and I clean my teeth and drink water before bed. How can I ever wake him
with a kiss? I can't spend my life destined to leap out of bed before he wakes to clean my teeth! Please help me? I'm desperate for advice.

?Longing to wake to a kiss

Read more [4]

French kissing [5]

(1) Dear Alice,

Hey, okay, well I french kissed this guy and I didn't use my tongue. Are girls supposed to use their tongues? If so, which way does it go??

Confused

(2) Dear Alice,

I would like to know how to french kiss.

(3) Dear Alice,

I have never really frenched a guy!! I have kissed like open mouth but not french. I was reading an article the other day in a mag (embarrassing moments) and this girl forgot to swallow her spit and when they pulled away it was like a big line of spit forming from both of their mouths. I was wondering if they were inexperienced or if they just forgot to swallow. I also have another question. My friend is going out with this guy and he always clanks teeth and bites her tongue and I'm hoping I won't be like that. How can you prevent it? Thank you so much.

Need help!!! (and fast)

Read more [5]

Where can I kiss? [6]

Dear Alice,

In the Q&A for kissing, there are listed topics, such as How to kiss [7]. But, I need a place to kiss. Can you give me some places to kiss? Thanks.
Go Ask Alice! is not an emergency or instant response service.

If you are in an urgent situation, please visit our Emergency page to view a list of 24 hour support services and hotlines.
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